Introducing

Qubewall®

Office and commercial
storage wall solutions

Qubewall

®

Cre8 Joinery Solution’s innovative QubeWall® storage
system combines good looks and durability with
outstanding space saving and customisation qualities.
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Qubewall®
The system

Qubewall, also known as Storewall, has been developed by
our in-house design team to meet the demand for stylish yet
practical storage space and is ideal for use in the commercial,
hospitality, education and residential sectors.

The only limit is
your imagination
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What sets the Qubewall system apart is
the fact that it can be fully customised to
meet your exact requirements – whatever
size, shape, colour or finish you like - we
can create it for you.

Qubewall can be designed to enhance any
interior space, whether you want it to blend in
with the surrounding or stand out to make a
statement. Bespoke and custom versions are
available in numerous different finishes as
well as with screen printed visuals, corporate
branding and much more.

Offering a range of different configurations
and layouts from full height cupboards and
individual lockers, to open shelving units and
drawers and everything in between – we
have the storage solution to suit your needs.
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Qubewall®

Excellence as standard
Qubewall is manufactured using high quality melamine
faced MDF with PVC edges for ultimate durability.
All fittings including hinges, drawer runners and sliding
door fixings, come from the high-tech Hettich range
which guarantees a long-lasting smooth operation
of the system - even when used day-in-day-out.
We design and manufacture all our joinery products,
including Qubewall, at our specialist factory in Essex,
ensuring we can deliver the highest quality finish for
your project.
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Qubewall

®

Built around you
We can design and manufacture the system to fit any size
or shape and the internal storage space can be divided up
in a number of different ways to suit you, whether that’s
with shelving, drawers, pull-out filing systems in A4 or
foolscap size, or a combination of these.
As well as the different configuration options, Qubewall
can be further customised in a number of ways including:
- Various finishes, from matt right through to 70% sheen
and even glass
- A wide range of standard colours
- Colour-matched to any RAL or Pantone colour
- Digitally print with images, logos or corporate branding*

*Subject to minimum order and project specification. Please contact us to find out more information.
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Qubewall

®

Integrated technology
Why compromise on having either a wall-mounted TV
or storage when you can combine the two?
We can include integrated technology such as TV screens
or lighting within the Qubewall system. It’s an ideal way to
maximise on available space while keeping cables and
other tech hidden away from view.
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Qubewall®

Configurations
With Qubewall you’ll have space for anything and
everything. From files and folders to materials
samples – everything can be stored neatly in
its place.
Choose from one of our recommended configurations
or be inventive and create your own design to maximise
the potential of your Qubewall system and make the
most of the space available.

These are just a small selection of the options available.
To check your specific requirements please get in touch.
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Our extensive range of storage organisation
options includes shelves, drawers, hanging rails,
filing drawers and much more, all housed within
our stylish cupboard designs. As a bespoke system
it can be created to fit to any wall shape whether
perfectly straight or curved.
With Qubewall the possibilities are endless.
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Case study

10 Finsbury Square, London
Client | Pantheon Ventures LLP
M/C | Maris
Architect | Sheppard Robson
Timeframe | Design to completion: eight weeks

The reception area features bespoke
full height wood effect laminate veneer
cupboards and the Qubewall storage
system, in a white laminate finish and
individual locker design, sits within the
main office area where it provides a neat
and compact secure storage solution.
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Joinery delivered
- Living wall
- Reception desk
- Cre8 Qubewall
- Meeting room wall panels

We also fitted out the sleek new kitchen
and eating area with bespoke above
counter storage boxes and metal racking
to complement the wood veneer cupboards
and white Corian countertop.

Cre8 Joinery Solutions

Associated products and services
Since 2001 we have been a driving force in
delivering high quality, diverse and innovative
joinery solutions, working across the leisure,
commercial, retail and public sectors.
Our bespoke joinery service includes fit-out,
refurbishment and kitchen installation as well
as bespoke storage solutions. Together with
our in-house washroom division, Washroom
Washroom, we can design, manufacture and
install bespoke washroom spaces to match.
We’ve also developed Duraglas®, our range
of toughed glass panels, alongside our

acoustic wall panelling – both of which
can be fully customised to complement
any interior.
By combining traditional craftsmanship
with cutting-edge design using the latest
CNC manufacturing and CAD technology,
we strive to push boundaries, meeting
the schedule, budget and performance
demands of our clients to surpass their
expectations, time and again.

Consultation

Design

Manufacture

Supply

Installation

Aftercare
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 Units 1-7 Hill Farm, Epping Lane, Abridge, Essex RM4 1TU
 www.cre8joinery.co.uk  0800 999 8888
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